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The following protocol is recommended for any vehicle that has been smoked in. The vents and 

headliners are the two most important areas to treat. 

 

1. Mix LiquaSan® in a two-gallon sealed container. Follow the instructions which are provided with 

each packet. Let the pouch soak for a min of 4 hours. 

 

2. Roll down all windows before treatment if the vehicle is dry inside. 

 

3. A moisture meter is great for checking how wet the carpets really are. If necessary, set up fans to 

dry the interior with the air blowing across the carpet to mimic a puddle on a windy day. The air 

passes over the carpet and pulls the water out. Open the driver’s door and set the fan up down low to 

the carpet and then close all the windows except the passenger rear window which is open about 6 

inches. This creates a swirling vortex in the vehicle and a way for the moist air to escape. 

 

4. Remove the cabin air filter and discard it if it has not been done in a while. 

  

5.     Vents:  – Throw out the cabin air filter. Turn the fan on to medium and close all the vents. Turn 

the fogger on #1 (a light mist) or spray bottle on heavy mist. Set the fan to recirculate in the upper 

vent position. Locate and spray LiquaSan into the air intake located under the dash on the 

passenger side with 3 or 4 good sprays or about 3 seconds with the fogger. Adjust the fan settings to 

ensure all passages have been treated. If the smoke smell is still present, it is trapped in a different 

passageway in the vent.   

 

6. Take it off recirculate and turn on fresh air and go outside the vehicle and locate the fresh air grill 

and spray into it moving along the vehicle. Also, pop the hood and spray into the heating and 

ventilation fresh air intake vents/grill located at the base of the windshield under the hood. Keep the 

fan on and spray directly into the holes, also moving across the vehicle. 

 

7. Finally spray right into the vents with them open and the car turned off. Leave for a couple of 

minutes and then turn the vehicle back on and smell the difference. 

 

8. Thoroughly vacuum the entire vehicle. 

 

9. Spray the entire headliner thoroughly with LiquaSan®, especially where it attaches to the 

windshield. If there is a gap, spray up inside from one end to the other. The smoke smell has traveled 

up to the other side of the headliner and will wake up once the roof is heated by the sun. If there is a 

sunroof, spray up into all 4 edges with the shade open. This is another way for the smoke to stick to 

the other side of the headliner. 

 

10. After a few minutes of contact time, wipe the headliner, handles, and lights with a microfibre 

cloth. The yellow will be released from the fabric in globes. 

  

11. LiquaSan® is safe for all leather, vinyl, and suede surfaces BUT do not leave to dry. Wipe after 2-

3 minutes. 

  

12. Gassing instructions on the second page. 
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